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The role of phonon dispersion in the prediction of the thermal conductivity of german
between temperatures of 2 K and 1000 K is investigated using the Holland approach
dispersion is assumed, a large, nonphysical discontinuity is found in the transverse
non relaxation time over the entire temperature range. However, this effect is mask
the final prediction of the thermal conductivity by the use of fitting parameters. As
treatment of the dispersion is refined, the magnitude of the discontinuity is reduced.
same time, discrepancies between the high temperature predictions and experiment
become apparent, indicating that the assumed heat transfer mechanisms (i.e., the
ation time models) are not sufficient to account for the expected thermal transport.
lecular dynamics simulations may be the most suitable tool available for addressing
issue. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1723469#
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1 Introduction
The thermal conductivity of dielectric crystals~where phonons

dominate the thermal transport! has been theoretically invest
gated since the works of Debye@1# and Peierls@2#. The exact or
even numerical prediction of the thermal conductivity is a form
dable task. This is due to the complexity of the Boltzmann tra
port equation~BTE!, which is the basis for most solution tech
niques. Analytical thermal conductivity models have be
developed based on the single mode relaxation time~SMRT! ap-
proximation in the BTE with different degrees of complexi
@3,4#. In SMRT models, a single relaxation time is associated w
each phonon mode, and describes how that mode would res
if excited while all others remain at equilibrium. The temperatu
and frequency dependencies of the relaxation times are assu
and the predictions must be fit to the experimental data.

Callaway@3# developed an SMRT model that can successfu
predict the low temperature thermal conductivity of germaniu
This approach uses the Debye approximation, which assumes
there is no phonon dispersion and that the longitudinal and tr
verse polarizations behave identically. Holland@4# extended the
work of Callaway by separating the contributions of longitudin
acoustic~LA ! and transverse acoustic~TA! phonons, including
some phonon dispersion, and using different forms of the re
ation times. Better high temperature agreement was found for
manium than with the Callaway model. The Holland model h
been refined to include further detail on the phonon dispersion
relaxation times@5–7#. The added complexities lead to more fitte
parameters. One could argue that the resulting better fits with
experimental data are due to this increase in the number of fi
parameters, and not to an improvement of the actual phys
model.

This study examines the impact of refining the phonon disp
sion model beyond the Debye approximation for germanium us
an SMRT approach. Consideration is given to the distinction
tween the group and phase velocities, their frequency depen
cies, and the rigorous treatment of impurity scattering. In the c
text of the improved dispersion model, some issues with
Holland relaxation time model are addressed.

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division June 13, 20
revision received January 9, 2004. Associate Editor: G. Chen.
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2 Thermal Conductivity Model
By solving the BTE and using the Fourier law of conductio

the thermal conductivity of germanium, assuming an isotro
crystal, and neglecting the contributions of optical phonons,
been predicted to be of the form@4#

k5
1

6p2 F E
0

vmL

cv

vg,L

vp,L
2

tLvL
2dvL

12S E
0

v1

cv

vg,T

vp,T
2

tT0vT
2dvT1E

v1

vmT

cv

vg,T

vp,T
2

tTUvT
2dvTD G .

(1)

The first term corresponds to longitudinal~L! phonons, and the
second and third terms to transverse~T! phonons~two degenerate
branches!. Here, cv is the quantum-harmonic specific heat p
normal mode andt is a SMRT. The forms oft are given in@4#.
The upper limits of the first and third integrals are the angu
frequencies of the phonon branches at the edge of the first B
louin zone. For the transverse phonons, the frequencyv1 is that at
the center of the first Brillouin zone. The phonon group veloc
vg , is defined as]v/]k, wherev is the angular frequency andk is
the wave number. The phonon phase velocity,vp , is defined as
v/k.

3 Phonon Dispersion Models
Experimental results for the phonon dispersion of the acou

modes of germanium in the@100# direction, at a temperature of 8
K, are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! @8#. The horizontal axis is a
dimensionless wave number, which is obtained by normalizing
wave number against its value at the edge of the first Brillo
zone, i.e.,k* 5k/km5k/(2p/a). For germanium at a tempera
ture of 80 K, the value ofa is 5.651 Å@8#. To allow for the use of
Eq. ~1!, which assumes isotropic dispersion, this direction is u
in the subsequent analysis. The temperature dependence o
dispersion@9# is not considered. The experimental data at a te
perature of 80 K are used for all calculations. To assess the
portance of accurately modeling the dispersion, five differ
models are examined.
3;
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3.1 Debye Model. From experimental data at low frequen
cies, the phonon frequency is proportional to its wave num
such that

v5v0gk, (2)

where the subscript 0 refers to the low frequency limit, i.e.,k→0,
andv0g is the low frequency limit of the phonon group velocit
The Debye dispersion model uses Eq.~2! for all frequencies, and
does not distinguish between the LA and TA phonons. Note tha
this casevp5vg , so that in Eq.~1!, vg /vp

2 becomes 1/vg . The
specification ofv0g is somewhat arbitrary. One possibility is@3#

1

v0g
5

1

3 S 1

v0g,L
1

2

v0g,T
D , (3)

wherev0g,L and v0g,T are obtained from the experimental dat
Using that of Nilsson and Nelin@8#, we get 5142 m/s and 339
m/s for v0g,L andv0g,T , respectively, which give av0g value of
3825 m/s.

3.2 Holland Model. Holland@4# separated the contribution
of LA and TA phonons, and included a partial effect of phon
dispersion by splitting each branch into two linear segments.
change in the slope~and thus the phonon velocities! is assumed to
occur at ak* value of 0.5. As taken from the experimental data
Nilsson and Nelin@8#, the phonon velocitiesv0g,L , v0g,T , v0.5g,L ,
andv0.5g,T are 5142 m/s, 3391 m/s, 4152 m/s, and 678 m/s, wh
the subscript 0.5 refers to the segment betweenk* values of 0.5
and 1. Note that the change in slope implies thatvg is not equal to
vp in the second region. This effect was neglected by Holland,
is included in the current study.

3.3 Sine Function Model. In the sine function model, the
phonon dispersion relation for each polarization is approxima
by that of a linear monatomic chain as@10#

v i5vmi sinS pk i*

2 D , (4)

Fig. 1 Germanium phonon dispersion in the †100‡ direction.
Experimental data †8‡ and five models used in this study for „a…
LA phonons and „b… TA phonons.
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where the labeli can beL or T ~this notation holds for the rest o
the dispersion models!. The critical drawback of this model is th
nonrealistic behavior at low frequencies~k→0! where the
asymptotic velocities

v0g,i5
]v i

]k i
U

k i→0

5
pvmi

2kmi
(5)

are different from the experimental results. Forv0g,L and v0g,T ,
we obtain 6400 m/s and 2130 m/s, compared to the experime
values of 5142 m/s and 3391 m/s.

3.4 Tiwari Model. In the Tiwari model@5#, the dispersion is
assumed to be of the form

kL5
vL

v0g,L
~11avL! and kT5

vT

v0g,T
~11bvT

2!, (6)

wherea andb are constants, given in@5#. Note that these equa
tions satisfy the Brillouin zone boundary conditions

k i~v i50!50 and
]k i

]v i
U

v i50

5
1

v0g,i
. (7)

This model does not show the observed experimental behavio

]vT

]kT
U

k
T* →1

50 (8)

at the edge of the Brillouin zone, as seen in Fig. 1~b!.

3.5 Present Study. We introduce a new model for the dis
persion, referred to hereafter as the Brillouin zone boundary c
dition ~BZBC! model. A quadratic wave number dependence
LA phonons and a cubic wave number dependence for
phonons are used. This model is a modification of the Tiw
model, in that the boundary conditions given by Eqs.~7! and~8!,
andv i(kmi)5vmi , are applied. The resulting dispersion relatio
are

vL5v0g,Lkmk* 1~vmL2v0g,Lkm!k* 2

(9)

vT5v0g,Tkmk* 1~3vmT22v0g,Tkm!k* 2

1~v0g,Tkm22vmT!k* 3.

3.6 Comparison of Dispersion Models. A comparison of
the five dispersion models, along with the experimental data
germanium@8#, is shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. For the both the
longitudinal and transverse polarizations, both the Tiwari a
BZBC models match the experimental data reasonably well o
most of the first Brillouin zone. The agreement is not as good
the transverse polarization abovek* values of 0.7 due to the pla
teau behavior, which is difficult to fit with a low order polynomia
The other dispersion curves are unsatisfactory. Of the Tiwari
BZBC models, the BZBC curve gives the best agreement with
experimental data. We note than none of these dispersion rela
will be consistent with the experimental phonon density of sta
due to the isotropic assumption. Additionally, the integral of t
volumetric density of states will not go to the expected value
3n, wheren is the volumetric density of unit cells. In order fo
this to occur, one would need to set the dispersion with this re
in mind. For these calculations, we are more concerned w
matching the experimental dispersion data.

While the Tiwari and BZBC dispersion curves show some sim
larities, significant differences become apparent when the qua
they affect in the thermal conductivity expression,vg /vp

2, is con-
sidered. This is shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The deviation is
most significant for the TA phonons near the edge of Brillou
zone, and will result in an over prediction of the high frequen
contribution to the thermal conductivity by the Tiwari model. Th
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 377
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deviation is because the appropriate boundary condition at
edge of the Brillouin zone~Eq. ~8!! has not been enforced in th
Tiwari model.

3.7 Impurity Scattering. The value of the thermal conduc
tivity is sensitive to impurities, which include the isotopic conte
of an otherwise pure crystal@11#. The impurity relaxation time,
t I , is given by@12,13#

1

t I
5

V0( i f i@12~Mi /M !#2

4pvgvp
2

v4, (10)

whereV0 is the average volume of a unit cell,f i is the fractional
concentration of speciesi, M is the average atomic mass, andMi
is the atomic mass of speciesi. At low frequency, wherevg;vp

;v0g , the relaxation time displays anv24-dependence~i.e., Ray-
leigh scattering!. Due to phonon dispersion, such an assumpt
will not be valid at higher frequencies, and will lead to an ov
estimation of the thermal conductivity.

4 Thermal Conductivity Prediction

4.1 Role of Dispersion. The accuracy of the thermal con
ductivity model described in section 2 depends on the natur
the phonon dispersion and relaxation time models. To isolate
effects of dispersion, the relaxation time model used in the su
quent calculations is fixed to that of Holland@4#.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the effect of including the difference
between the phonon group and phase velocities on the predi
of the thermal conductivity of germanium is shown. The expe
mental data are taken from Holland@4#. The predicted values in
Fig. 3 correspond to~i! the Holland model, that is, no distinctio
betweenvg and vp and a linear two region treatment,~ii ! no
distinction betweenvg and vp , but using the frequency depen
dence of the group velocity,~iii ! different and frequency depen
dentvg andvp , and~iv! same as~iii !, plus rigorous treatment o
the impurity scattering by distinguishing betweenvg and vp . In

Fig. 2 v g Õv p
2 for the five dispersion models plotted as a func-

tion of normalized wave number for „a… LA phonons and „b… TA
phonons.
378 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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~ii !–~iv!, the velocities are calculated with the BZBC dispersi
model. In ~i!–~iii ! the impurity scattering is calculated withvg
5vp5v0g for each polarization.

In Fig. 3~a!, the relaxation time model and fitting paramete
originally obtained by Holland are used. In Fig. 3~b!, the curves
have been refit to the experimental data. From Fig. 3~a!, it is
evident that the fitting parameters are not universal, and stron
dependent on the dispersion model. Thus, to use the values
tained by Holland, one must also use that dispersion model. H
ever, as shown in Fig. 3~b!, by refitting the relaxation time param
eters, excellent agreement with the experimental data can
obtained in all cases, except when the impurity scattering is
gourously modeled. In this case, the predicted thermal conduc
ity becomes lower than the experimental data, especially at h
temperatures. Under the Holland dispersion, the plateau in the
dispersion curve is not properly addressed, and the TA phon
make a significant contribution to the thermal conductivity at hi
temperatures. Here, with the proper modeling of the TA phono
this contribution is reduced and as such, the role of TA phon
should be reassessed. The effect is not seen at low tempera
where it is the lower frequency phonons that dominate the ther
transport.

4.2 Role of Relaxation Time Model. The use of a rigorous
model for the phonon dispersion has led to an apparent failur
the Holland SMRT approach at high temperatures. The expla
tion for this must lie in the forms of the relaxation times use
While exact expressions for the relaxation times can be develo
@14#, their evaluation is extremely difficult due to the require
knowledge of the phonon dispersion and three-phonon inte
tions. Approximate expressions are generally based on low
quency asymptotes@3,4#, and yet are often applied over the enti
temperature and frequency ranges.

Even with the observed disagreement, the importance of m
eling the dispersion can still be shown. The Holland relaxat
times are plotted in Fig. 4~a! at a temperatures of 80 K for the fou

Fig. 3 Effect of refining the treatment of the dispersion on the
prediction of the thermal conductivity of germanium. „a… Based
on the original Holland fitting parameters, and „b… predictions
refit to the experimental data.
Transactions of the ASME
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cases shown in Fig. 3~b!. The most striking feature of these resu
is the large discontinuity in the TA relaxation time whenk* is
equal to 0.5, where the functional form is assumed to change~see
Eq. ~1!!. As the temperature increases, the size of the discontin
increases. For example, at a temperature of 900 K, the disc
nuity covers four orders of magnitude. The size of the disconti
ity decreases as the treatment of the dispersion is refined.
suggests that the observed behavior is more realistic. Such dis
tinuities are also found in other relaxation time models@5,6#. In
theory, one would expect the relaxation time curves to be cont
ous, and this has been found in molecular dynamics simulation
the Lennard-Jones face-centered cubic crystal@15#.

The effect of the fitting parameters in the relaxation time mo
can also be demonstrated by plotting the cumulative freque
dependence of the thermal conductivity. This is shown for
same four cases as Fig. 4~a! in Fig. 4~b!. Note that the therma
conductivity is normalized against the total value for each ca
As the treatment of the dispersion is refined, the thermal cond
tivity curves become smoother.

4.3 Transverse and Longitudinal Phonon Contributions
The relative contributions of LA and TA phonons to the total he
flow at high temperatures have not been fully resolved. As sho
in Fig. 5~a!, the Holland model predicts that the TA phonons a
the dominant heat carriers at high temperatures, even though
have lower group velocities than LA phonons. This result w
supported by Hamilton and Parrott@16# using calculations base
on a variational method, which does not involve the SMRT a
proximation. Mazumder and Majumdar@17# ascertained tha
above 100 K, TA phonons are the primary carriers of energy

Fig. 4 „a… Three phonon relaxation times for refit data from
Fig. 3 „b… at TÄ80 K. „b… Cumulative frequency dependence of
the thermal conductivity for refit data from Fig. 3 „b… at T
Ä80 K. The thermal conductivity is plotted as a percentage of
the total value for each case. The curves show three distinct
regions. The transition between the first and second regions
takes place at v1 , where the form of the TA relaxation time
changes. The transition between the second and third regions
occurs at vmT , after which there is no contribution from TA
phonons †see Eq. „1…‡.
Journal of Heat Transfer
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silicon ~which has the same crystal structure as germanium! using
Monte Carlo simulations. However, their calculations were ba
on the original Holland relaxation times for silicon, which ma
have contributed to this conclusion. Asen-Palmer et al.@7# have
concluded that while the heat flow in germanium above the ma
mum is primarily due to TA phonons, the LA Umklapp process
cannot be ignored~as they are in the Holland formulation!. Ju and
Goodson@18# have suggested that LA phonons are the domin
heat carriers in silicon near room temperature. Sood and Roy@6#
ascertained that LA phonons dominate heat transport in ger
nium at high temperatures.

In Fig. 5~b!, the relative contributions of LA and TA phonons t
the thermal conductivity predicted by the BZBC dispersion mo
~with refit relaxation time parameters! are shown. Compared to
the results of Fig. 5~a!, the role of TA phonons is quite differen
when the dispersion and impurity scattering are rigorously m
eled. We find a thermal conductivity of 5.2 W/m-K at a tempe
ture of 1,000 K, while the experimental value is 17 W/m-K. Th
high frequency TA phonons cannot contribute much to the ther
conductivity of germanium because of their low group veloci
which appears directly in the thermal conductivity expression, a
also results in a high impurity scattering rate. We note that
expected electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity
germanium at a temperature of 1,000 K is 4 W/m-K@19#, which is
not sufficient to explain the predicted discrepancy.

5 Summary
While the Holland approach to phonon thermal conductiv

modeling has been used for more than forty years, some o
physical features are masked by the necessary use of fitting
rameters. Previous work has thus only shown the qualitative
lidity of the SMRT approach. Using molecular dynamics simu
tions, it has recently been shown that the SMRT approach is
quantitatively valid for Lennard-Jones crystals, through care

Fig. 5 Contributions of LA and TA phonon branches to the
thermal conductivity based on „a… Holland dispersion model,
and „b… BZBC dispersion model.
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 379
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calculation of the relaxation times, and inclusion of the effects
temperature on the phonon dispersion@15#. This suggests that the
analytical approach described here is valid, but must include
curate, physical modeling of the phonon dispersion and relaxa
times. In this study, we have addressed the issue of the pho
dispersion~albeit isotropic, and neglecting any temperature
fects! for germanium, using an existing relaxation time model.

Compared to the standard Debye approach, the rigorous t
ment of the phonon dispersion has two effects, namely,~i! the use
of vg /vp

2 in Eq. ~1! instead of 1/vg , and~ii ! enhancement of the
impurity scattering rate,t I by using 1/vp

2vg instead of 1/vg
3 in Eq.

~10!. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the effects of refining the dispersio
are masked by the fitting parameters required in this approach
all cases except when the impurity scattering is properly mode
Through examination of the relaxation times and the cumula
frequency dependence of the thermal conductivity, as show
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the underlying behavior is found to be non
physical, but improves as the treatment of the dispersion
refined.

To make up the difference in the experimental and predic
thermal conductivities, we suggest inclusion of two heat trans
mechanisms, namely, an optical phonon component@20# and/or an
increased contribution of high frequency LA phonons. The role
LA phonons has been investigated to some extent in the past
not in the context of an accurate dispersion model. We note
one must be very careful when using and/or formulating rel
ation time models, as they should be continuous, and not con
abrupt order of magnitude changes. Molecular dynamics sim
tions appear to be the most promising source of such relat
@15#.
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